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Abstract 
Lenz, K., and 1. Wegener, The conjunctive complexity of quadratic Boolean r’unctions, Theoretical 
Computer Science 81 ( 1991) 257-268. 
The minimal number of conjunctions in monotone circuits for quadratic Boolean functions, i.e. 
disjunctions of quadratic monomials x,x,, is investigated. Single level circuits which have only 
one level of conjunctions are compared with arbitrary monotone circuits. The computation of the 
single level complexity is shown to be NP complete. For almost all quadratic functions, almost 
optimal circuits can be computed in polynomial time. The single level conjecture is disproved, 
i.e. a quadratic function is defined whose single level complexity is larger than its conjunctive 
complexity 
1. Introduction 
The exact circuit complexity of exp!icitly defined Boolean functions is known 
only for a small number of simple functions. For many functions we have only 
weak lower bounds. In this situation one can try to prove new lower bound records 
or one can try to analyse thoroughly the complexity of all functions in some class 
of Boolean functions. In this paper we follow the second approach and consider 
the class of quadratic Boolean functions. 
Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V = (1,. . . , n} and edge 
set EG{(i,j)llSiCjSn}. 
* Supported in part by DFG grant No. WE 1066/2-t. 
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The quadratic (Boolean) function f; associated with G is defined by 
S( EJX Ir***,Xo)=V(i,j,(EXixj* 
P.2. The quadratic (Boolean) form f z associated with G is defined by 
f( E x,, l l l rXti)=@(i,jbt E xixj-
irwaid and Schnorr [9] have investigated C,( f g), the multiplicative complexity 
of quadratic forms, i.e. the minimal number of conjunctions ( A -gates) in a circuit 
for f z over the basis { 0, A, 0,l) anu 4 Cy (f g), the multiplicative single level 
complexity off:, Single level circuits are circuits where no path combines A-gates. 
Since only A-gates are counted, an optimal circuit is always a circuit with the minimal 
number of A-gates. Mirwald and Schnorr [9] present a complete solution of the 
problem proving the following results. 
(I) C !,( f ,“) = C,( f ,“> for all G and each optimal circuit for f g is a single level 
circuit. For pairs (f E, f $) of quadratic forms there exists always an optimal circuit 
which is a single level circuit. 
(2) Given G, C,( f%) can be computed within 
(3) The hardest quadratic form on n variable 
of [n/2]. 
iplicative complexity 
(4) Almost all quadratic forms have a multiplicative complexity of n/2 -o(n). 
In this paper we investigate the class of quadratic functions f& and its conjunctive 
complexity C,( f ii), the minimal number of A-gates in a circuit for f& over the basis 
{ v , A, 0, 1}, and its single level complexity ct( f A). Since we also count only A-gates, 
optimal circuits are those which have the minimal number of n-gates. These problems 
have already been considered by Bublitz [3], Chung [4] and Tuza [13]. 
Our results for quadratic functions differ strongly from the above mentioned 
results for quadratic .forms. 
In Section 2 we point out what we have learnt about the differences between the 
bases { 0, A, 0, 1) and ( v , A, 0, 1). We also mention how the single level complexity 
of a quadratic function can be expressed in purely graph theoretical or combinatorial 
setting. In Section 3 we analyse the complexity of computing, given G, Ci( f &) or 
C,, (,f&). In Section 4 we discuss the complexity of the hardest function and the 
complexity of almost all functions. Furthermore, we present an efficient algorithm 
for the design of almost optimal circuits for almost all functions. In Section s we 
level conjecture. For some explicitly defined G we prove that 
n Section 6 we list some open problems. 
is field Z2 and can 
t inverse elements 
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(ii) In the case of the basis {v, A, 0, 1) one works in a distributive lattice and it 
seems to be more appropriate to use combinatorial methods. The so-called law of 
simplification xy v x =x holds over the monotone basis but there is no counterpart 
in Galois field,s. 
The single level complexity off& can be expressed in a purely graph theoretical 
or combinatorial setting. Let g be an ~-gate, then it has no ~-gate as predecessor. 
Hence, its inputs are Boolean sums s1 and s2, i.e. disjunctions of oolean variables. 
If xi is a term abf sI and of s2, then xi is also a prime implicant of the output of g. 
Since in single level circuits only v-gates follow g, x, or 1 is a prime implicant of 
the output of the circuit in contradiction to the fact that the circuit computes a 
quadratic function. Thus, only disjoint Boolean sums sl and sy! are admissible. Then 
s, A s2 is the disjunction of all XiXj where Xi belongs to sI and Xj belongs to ~2. Which 
graph corresponds to this function ? It consists of two disjoint vertex sets V, and 
V2 corresponding to the variables of sl and s2 resp. and all edges between 
VZ. Such graphs are called complete bipartite graphs. Figure 1 shows the graph if 
Sl = x1 v x2 v x3 and s2 = x4 v x5. From these considerations we conclude the following 
characterization. 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 2.1. CL(f&) is equal PO the minimal number of complete bipartite graphs 
whose unior (union of the edge sets) 
We now show that for some GJz is easier than f; and that for some G’, Jgr is 
harder than f&. 
itio Let G= ‘3 be the complete graph on 3 vertices. 
Cl(fg)=l an&,(f&)=C~,(f&~=2. 
en C(fGB) = 
f%, , X2, X3) = [(X,0x) A b,@X,)]@X, l 
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Fig. 2. 
reposition 2.3. Let G be the graph of Fig. 2. Then C,( f g) = C i( f g) = 3 and 
c~f~)=afa=2. 
roof. The first part follows easily from the results of Mirwald and Schnorr [O]. 
The upper bound of the second part follows since 
f( ii x1 , l l ' 9 x5) =rtx, vXI) n64 v %,I v KXt v x3) i-t (x5 v %)I= 
The lower bound follows by the well-known elimination method. If we replace x1 
by 1 we can eliminate at least one A-gate and obtain a circuit for a function which 
cannot be computed without /\-gates. Cl 
3. The complexity of computing the conjunctive complexity of quadratic Boolean 
functions 
now that it is in general difficult to estimate the complexity of a function 
pect to some complexity measure. Thus, the result of Mirwald and Schnorr 
[9], that the multiplicative complexity of quadratic forms can be computed in 
polynomial time, is surprising. What about the complexity of computing the conjunc- 
tive complexity of quadratic functions? 
An instance of the problem is specified by an undirected graph G on n vertices 
and a number k s n. The problem is to decide whether Ci( f&) s k or C,(S;;) s k. 
. It is an NP complete problem to decide for ( G, k) whether C i( f &) s k 
roof. We apply Theorem 2.1. The problem of deciding whether a graph G is the 
union of at most k complete bipartite graphs is NP complete. It is problem GT 18 
in the list of NP complete problems of Garey and Johnson [7]. III 
e do ndt know much about the complexity of deciding whether the conjunctive 
exity of f: is bounded by k This problem is not kn (the 
number of prime clauses may be exponentially large) and not ard. 
est result 
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The problem of deciding whether the conjunctive complexity off& is 
bounded by k is contained in X,‘, the complexity class on the second level in the 
polynomial time hierarchy. 
This result seems to be obvious since the corresponding Ian aage can be expressed 
in the following form: 3 monotone circuit c with at most k .A -gates V( a,, . . . , a,,) E ’ 
(0, 1)“: the output of c on input a equals f&(a). 
But the input of our problem has only size O(n). A circuit c with g gates can 
be encoded with O(g log g) bits. Since the number of v-gates in c is not bounde 
not all monotone circuits with at most k ~-gates can be encoded in polynomial 
length. We apply ideas of Alon and Boppana [2] to bound the number of useful 
v-gates in any monotone circuit. (This result will be applied also in Section 4.) 
Lemma 3.3. If f can be computed in a monotone circuit with k 2 1 h -gates, then f can 
be computed in a monotone circuit with k A -gates and altogether at most kn + (“;‘) - 1 
gates. 
Proof. Let c be a monotone circuit for f with k A-gates and let fi , . . . , fk_, be the 
outputs of the first k - 1 A-gates and fk =J: It is sufficient to prove that fi: can be 
computed out of the input set Ii = {x, , . . . , x,, f, , . . = ,J_,} with n + i - 2 additional 
gates, among them at most one A-gate. By definition 5 = s1 v ( sz A s3) where s- is the 
disjunction of some elements in Ii. If t E Zi is contained in sl, t can be cancelled in 
s2 and/or s3. If t is contained in s2 and s3, it can be cancelled in s2 and s3 and 
added to sl. Thus, we may choose s 1, s2 and s3 in such a way that each element in 
Ii is contained in at most one Sj- Hence, J can be computed by n + i - 2 additional 
gates, among them at most one ~-gate. q 
Lemma 3.3 shows that the monotone complexity cannot be large if the conjunctive 
complexity is small. 
Now, Proposition 3.2 follows easily, since we can restrict ourselves to monotone 
circuits with at most kn C (‘I !) - 1 gates, among them at most k A-gates. 
4. The complexity of the hardest function an nctions 
.I. Let C,(n) and C!(n) be the maximum of all C,(f&-) and Ci(fG) 
resp. for graphs on n vertices. 
time. 
.2. GraphsG(n) whereCA(f&,,)=2[n/3J can be constructed inpolynomial 
Let G(n) be thegraph consistingofthe [n/3] triangles on {3i-2,3i-1,3i) 
for 1 e is [n/3]. The upper 
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It is sufficient o prove that at least two A-gates can be eliminated by replacing 
two of the variables x1, x2 and x3 by zeros and the third variable 
monomials t12 = xl A x2, t13 = xl A x3 and tZ3 = x2 A x3 are prime implica 
In any monotone circuit for f&) we can find an A-gate Gi (I < i <j s 31 such &at 
to is a prime implicawt of the output, xi is a prime implicant of one input and Xj is 
a prime implicant of the other input. It is impossible that G12 = G13 = G23. By 
symmetry we can assume G12 # G13. Then xl = 1 eliminates the di 
and G,3. q 
Theore .3. For each c > 4, the conjunctive complexity of almost all quadratic func- 
tions is larger than n /( c log n ). 
roof. We apply Shannon’s counting argument. For N = (;), the number of quad- 
ratic functions on n variables is 2N. It is well known (see e.g. [ 151) that the number 
of different monotone circuits on ZJ variables and g gates is bounded above by 
S(g, n) = (g + n)2”2Rg/g !. In order to compute a positive fraction of al1 quadratic 
functions, the number of gates g has to fulfil the inequality S(g, n) a ~2~ for some 
e > 0. We can conclude that, for each d > 4, the monotone circuit complexity of 
almost all quadratic functions is not smaller than n2/(d log n). By Lemma 3.3, for 
almost all G(n) and k = k( G(n)) = C,(f&,) it holds that 
n’ 
-~kn+ 
d log n 
-1skn+k’. 
By chcosing d > 4, depending on c and sufficiently small, we can conclude that 
ka n/(c log n) for large n. 0 
Theorem 4.3 contains the best lower bound known for C,,(n). 
The single level complexity is a purely graph theoretical complexity measure (see 
Theorem 2.1). Such measures have been widely studied (for a general approach see 
[ 1 I]). Chung [4] proved by probabilistic arguments that C’,(n) 3 n - n3’4 for 
infinitely many n. The results of Alon [l] imply directly that graphs G(n) where 
C i(f;r;, n ,) = n - 0( n”14) can be constructed explicitly. Riidl [ 121 proved the following 
result by probabilistic methods. 
The single level co 
er than n-c log n. 
lmo~t all quadratic functions is for some 
Theorem 4.4 contains the best lower bound known for C:(n). The best upper 
bound known for C,,(n) and CL(n) uses an approach due to Tuza [13]. We now 
describe an efficient algorithm for the construction of circuits which achieve this 
reover, for a graph G with n ve 
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roof. Let G=(V,E), n=IVI, e=IEl and 2’+2’%spt. 
We describe an algorithm which constructs a complete bipartite V-ca;ueriag 
(P,, Or) Usrs - t) a' the graph G, i.e. all G, are complete bi 
of G(Q, = 0 is possible) with edge set E, = {(j, k) 1 j E: P,, k E or), 
all E, and V is the union of all P,. This last pro y facilitates the correctness 
roof due to Erdiis and Szekeres [S] and Tuna [ 131. concentrate on the efficient 
implementation of the al orithm. A star centered at v is the complete bipartite 
graph connecting t, and its neighbors r( 0). 
Reprocessing. If e s n - nJ + I, cover each edge by a sin 
graph. Otherwise n = O(e). Compute the adjacency matrix. 
where i <j and each vertex k > j test whether (i, j, k) builds a triangle in 6. 
a linear list of all triangles in lexicographic order. Preproc 
Call the cover algorithm C( V, n, t) where t is the la umber such that 
2’ + 2’-’ s n. In general C( V’, n’, t’) for some V’c V, n’ = 1 V’l, 2% 2”-’ < n’ returns 
a complete bipartite V-covering of G’, the subgraph on V’ induced by G, with at 
most n’- t’ complete bipartite graphs. To simplify notation we describe only 
C( v, n, t). 
Step 0. If t =S 1, return the stars centered at 1, . . . , n - 3 and a complete bipartite 
V-covering of the subgraph on the vertices n - 2, n - 1, n by at most two graphs. 
Step 1. Compute in time 0( n + e) for all t) its degree d ( u). 
Step 2. Decide which of the four cases holds (implementation and time analysis 
are described later). 
Case 1. VW V: d(v)=n-I. 
Case 2. 3ve V: 2’-‘+2’-‘sd(v)<n-I. 
Case 3. 3~ V: d(v)<2’-’ + 2’-* and v is contained in a triangle (v, w, z). 
Case 4. G contains no triangle. 
Step 3. Perform the algorithm for the correct case as described below. 
Case 1. G is the complete graph K, on n vertices. We add a dummy vertex n + 1 
and consider the graph K,+, . It is easy to cover K,+, with [log (n + 1 )l complete 
bipartite graphs such that vertex n+ 1 is always in the Q-set. We eliminate the 
dummy variable. This case can be handled, since e = (;), in time O(n log n) = O(e). 
Case 2. Call C( r( v), IT(V t - I) whi 
IT(v(t-l). Set Qi=Q:u{v}. The 
cover all edges on r; v) v {v} and al 
Choose some y E Y. Return (Pi, Qi) for 1 s is IJ’( V) 
and Q = r(v) n r(y), and the stars ((y’), r( v’)) ce 
can be handled in time 0( n + e) plus the time for the recursive call. 
((tgur(tt)r. Call C 
turn these pairs and t 
(iv), r(y)) for all )9E r(v)-+, 2). 
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(I, 8). IS{ V) is a recursive algorithm. If I= 1, return 2 = {I}. Otherwise sort d( t’) 
for u E V using the bucket sort. If d(v) 3 2 for some u, return Z = r( tl), which is an 
independent set because G is free of triangles. Otherwise call IS( V- ({ 1) u r( 1))) 
which returm I'. Return 2 = P’u { 1). If vertex w is excluded from consideration, 
the degree of each vertex z E r(w) decreases by 1. The sorted order of the vertices 
with respect o their degree in the currently considered graph can be maintained in 
time O(!r( w)!). Thus, this case can be handled in time O(n + e). 
We describe how we decide between the four cases. Because we know the degree 
of all vertices, we can decide in time O(n) whether Case 1 or Case 2 holds. Otherwise, 
run through the list of triangles and search for the lexicographically first triangle 
completely included in V’, the currently considered set of vertices. So we are able 
to distinguish between Case 3 and Case 4. In Case f and Case 4 the algorithm 
terminates. In Case 2 and Case 3 the recursive call investigates a proper subset V” 
of V’ with at most 1 V91 - 2 vertices. Hence we have to run through the list of triangles 
at most once and we may add this time to the preprocessing time. 
Let T(n) be the running time of the algorithm without the preprocessing time 
and the time for the list operations. Then T(n) s T( n - 2) +0( n + e) and T(n) = 
0(( n + e)n) = 0( en). The preprocessing time and the time for the list operations is 
of the same size. Cl 
We remark that Case 4 is a crucial part of the algorithm. The computation of a 
maximum independent set in graphs without triangles is an NP hard problem [lo]. 
Furthermore (see also [8]), no polynomial approximation algorithm for the general 
maximum independent set problem is known. But in our special situation it is 
possible to find efficiently an independent set which is large enough. 
We know that Ci(f;l;) < n - [log n] + 1 for all graphs G on n vertices and that 
Ct(f&)2n- c log n for some constant c and almost all graphs G on n vertices. 
Circuits realizing the upper bound can be constructed efficiently. No explicitly 
defined quadratic function is known for which the lower bound holds. Mence, the 
complexity of almost all quadratic functions with respect o single level circuits is 
known quite well, almost optimal circuits for the hard functions can be constructed 
efficiently, but no explicitly defined hard function is known. Similar statements hold 
for the class of all Boolean functions or all monotone functions with respect to 
circuit complexity, formula size and circuit depth (see [ 151). 
e single level conjecture 
With some preliminary remarks we try to place the reader into a position where 
he/she can not only verify the counterexamples but also understand why the single 
level conjecture does not hold for monotone circuits although it holds for circuits 
over Bz. 
an Aervation which follows easi y from Theorem 2.1. 
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Proposition 5.1. Let G’ = ( V’, E’) ar l G’ = ( V”, E”) be graphs OME d&-joint sets of 
vertices and G = G’u G”= (V’v V”, E’u E’). 7hm Ci(f&) = Ci(f’&)+ C’\(f&). 
We first want to discuss the situation in monotone circuits where monomials of 
length 3 and more are eliminated by a “magic trick”. This means that h-gates are 
replaced by A*-gates. Let f = f, A fi. Then f * = f, A*fz is defined as the disjunction 
of all prime implicants off whose length is bounded by 2. Let G’= ( V’, E’) and 
G” = ( V’, E”) be copies of G on disjoint sets of vertices. By Proposition 5.1, 
CXf&“G t8)=2Ci(f&). Let t = Ci(f&) and let (P,, Q1), . . . , (P,, Q) be an optimal 
covering of G by complete bipartite graphs. Let PJ 9 Qj and Py , Q.’ be the copies 
of Pi, Qj on V’ and V” resp. We compute the Boolean sums pi and 4’ corresponding 
to Pi u P:! and Q: u Qr resp. (1 s i s t), afterwards J =pi A * 4’ and f = f, w l . l vfi. 
In this way we compute “in parallel” with only t A*-gates two copies of G together 
with some interconnecting edges. With 2 [!og n 1 A *-gates we compute the quadratic 
functions T2 (V’) and T2( V”) corresponding to the complete graphs on V’ and V” 
resp. Then f&Gee = f A * ( T2( V’) v T2( V”)) and C t (j-h) + 2 [log n I+ 1 A *-gates are 
sufficient for the computation off &crP. This number is usually much smaller than 
2 Cf(f3 
Remark 5.2. For those readers who are familiar with the theory of slice functions 
(an important class of functions for which the monotone complexity is not much 
larger than the circuit complexity, see [ 14]), we remark that the magic trick works 
for the 2-slices of quadratic functions if we allow ~-gates of fan-in 3 and if we apply 
the result of Friedman [6] that the threshold function T,” can be computed with 
O(log n) A -gates. 
From these considerations we learn that we have to ensure that it is easy to 
eliminate all monomials of length 3 or more without eliminating shorter monomials. 
Th: law of simplificc:‘ion should do this job. 
Theorem 5.3. TIze single level conjecture does not hold for quadratic functions with 
respect to their conjunctive complexity, i.e. there exist graphs G where C, ( f &) < C f, ( f &). 
Proof. Let G be the graph of Fig. 3. C,( f&) s 3 since 
f( Ax I,-**, X8) = ([(X1 V X2 V X3 V X4) A (X5 V X6 V X7 V X8)] 
if [(X, v X2 V X5 ‘1 X6) \ (X3 V X, V X7 V X8)]) A (X, V X3 V X5 V X7). 
Ci(fL)=4. We denote by 
vertices and a set of j vertices. 
between a set of i 
lete subgraphs of G. 
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Fig. 3. 
Group 1. &q 
(1N 193 5,697, g 
(1B) 1,5 3,437, g 
(1C) 1,7 394,536 
(1D) 3,s 1,2,7, g 
(IE) 3,7 192,596 
(1F) 5,7 1,2,3,4 
Group 2. I& 
(2N 1 3,4,5,6.7,8 
(2B) 3 1,2,5,6,7,8 
(2C) 5 1,2,3,4,7, g 
(2D) 7 1,2,3,4,5,6 
Group 3. K2.3 
(3N 1,2 3,597 
(3B) 3,4 1,597 
(3C) 5,6 1,3,7 
(3D) 7,8 1,3,5 
It is obvious that G can be covered by the 4 stars of Group 2. For the lower 
bound it is sufficient o prove that 3 of the above 14 graphs are not enough to cover 
G. consider the 12 edges connecting odd vertices with even vertices. Each graph 
ers only 3 of these edges while each graph of Group ! 
r to cover G by 3 of its maximal complete 
f Group 1 which have o 
y symmetry, we can assume 
graphs of Group 1 which 
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have no edge between an odd and an even vertex in common with graph (1A) one 
finds only graph (1F). Cl 
This special counterexample can be generalized by Proposition 5.1. We do not 
know what the largest possible value of Ci(f&)/ C,(f&) is. Mirwald and Schnorr 
[9] have shown for pairs of quadratic forms and their multiplicative complexity, 
that always cptirlal single level circuits exist. By Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 5.1 
such a result cannot hold for quadratic functions and their conjunctive complexity. 
Nevertheless, we present a class of counterexamples in order to obtain more insight 
into the structure of the problem. 
Let G’ = ( V’, E’) and G” = ( V”, E “) be disjoint copies of G = ( V, E ) where 1 VI = n. 
Let h(x) and h( y) be the corresponding quadratic functions. Let T1 ( X) and T, ( y ) 
be the disjunction of all x-variables and y-variables resp. Finally let fi( X, y ) = 
h(x) v (T,(x) A WY)) and fz(x, y)= MY) v (T,(x) A T,(Y)). 
Theorem 5.4. (i) Ci( f, 9 f2) a 2CL( h), 
(ii) C,,(fi,f& Ct(h)+2[log nl+3* 
Proof. Let G, and Gz be the graphs corresponding to f, and fi. 
(i) Let t = C’,(f, 3 fi) and let (p,, q,), . . . , (p,, 4,) be the inputs of the t A -gates 
of an optimal single level circuit for (f, , fi). If for some i the Boolean sums pi and 
qi both contain x-variables and y-variables, pi A qi contains a prime implicant m, 
consisting of two x-variables and a prime implicant m2 consisting of two y-variables. 
Since the ith A-gate cannot be eliminated, one of the outputs fi or fi depends on 
pi A qi* Since the circuit is a single level circuit, m, and m2 are implicants of this 
o.Etput. This is a contradiction to the definition of (f, fi). 
(3 Let (4 9 QA l l l 9 (P,, 9,) be an optimal covering of G by complete bipartite 
graphs. Let PJ, Qj, Py , QJ be the corresponding vertex sets in V’ and V” resp. Then 
we compute with t = Ci( h) A-gates the union of all complete bipartite graphs 
(Pi v Py , Q: v 91). Again we compute “in parallel” two copies of G and some 
interconnecting edges. The corresponding quadratic function g can be written as 
g(x, y) = h(x) v h(y) v g’(x, y) for some quadratic function g’ such that g’(x, y) s 
T,(x) A &( y). With 2 [log n 1 A -gates we compute &(x) and &( y), the quadratic 
functions corresponding to the complete graphs on V’ and V”. With 1 ~-gate we 
compute T1(x) A r,(y). Then we compute with 2 A -gates g, (x, .a-,) =g(x, y) A T’(x) = 
h(x) V (h( J’) A &(X)) V (g’(X, Y) A q(X)) and g,(x, J’) = gix, Y) A T,(Y) = 
(h(x) A T’(y)) v h(y) v (g’(x, y) A T,(y)). Finally it is easy to see that fi(x, y) = 
g&x, y) v f&(x) A T,(Y)) and hix, y) = &, y) v (T,(x) A &(v)h n 
e have learnt a lot about the conjuctive complexity of quadratic oolean 
functions. Our results are in contrast to the results of Mirwslit and Schnorr [9] 
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about the multiplicative complexity of quadratic Boolean forms over &. ere are 
still interesting open problems which we list below. 
(1) What is the complexity of the following problem? Instance G, an undirected 
graph, and a number k D ecide whether C,,(f&) 6 k. 
(2) What is the exact value of C:(n)? C:(n) = n - [log nJ --O(1)? 
(3) C,(n) = n -o(n)? C,(n) = n -O(log n)? C,(n) = C:(n)*? 
(4) What is the complexity of almost all quadratic functions with respect o C, ? 
(5) Is it possible to construct in polynomial time one of the hardest quadratic 
functions on n variables? 
(6) Does the single level conjecture hold for quadratic functions and the monotone 
circuit complexity, i.e. if we count conjunctions and disjunctions? 
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